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If you would like advice with regard to any of these issues, please do not hesitate to
contact the Tax and Legal Department of Deloitte CIS at +7 (495) 787 06 00
(Moscow) or + 7 (812) 703 71 06 (St. Petersburg).
A search tool for our daily Legislative Tracking issues is available on our website, at
http://www2.deloitte.com/ru/en/pages/tax/articles/deloitte-onlinenewstoyourdesk.html.The Legislative Tracking Service is maintained by
professionals from Deloitte CIS. This service is for informational purposes only, and
the application of its contents to specific situations will depend on the particular
circumstances involved.

25 May 2015
Garant: federal legislation monitoring
http://www.garant.ru/hotlaw/federal/627020/

Declaring the activities of foreign or international NGOs
unwelcome on RF territory
Federal Law No. 129-FZ of 23 May 2015 has introduced the procedure for
the declaration of the activities of foreign or international NGOs unwelcome
on RF territory. In particular, the law concerns organisations that pose a
threat to the constitutional order of the RF, its defence capabilities or security.
The decision on declaring organisations’ activities unwelcome is taken by the
RF Procurator-General or his deputy subject to approval from the RF Ministry
of Foreign Affairs. Administrative and criminal responsibility has been
established for the implementation of, management of and participation in the
activities of an organisation, which have been declared unwelcome.
Participation in the activities of such an organisation is also grounds for
denying entry to RF territory for foreign individuals. The law also sets forth
limitations for credit and non-credit financial organisations in relation to
operations involving cash or other assets to which an unwelcome
organisation is a party.
http://www.garant.ru/hotlaw/federal/627107/

Customs duty rates on oil and other categories of goods
produced from oil for June 2015
The RF Ministry of Economic Development has published information of 21
May 2015 “On import customs duty on oil and other categories of good
produced from oil for the period 1-30 June 2015 inclusive.

20 March 2015
Official website of the RF Ministry of Finance
http://minfin.ru/ru/document/index.php#

Amendments to the Regulation on the Financial Accounting
Standards Board
This Order has introduced amendments to the Regulation on the Financial
Accounting Standards Board, which was approved by the RF Ministry of
Finance Order No. 145n of 14 November 2012.
RF Ministry of Finance Order No. 67n of 20 April 2015
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Accounting for operations with deferred obligations
In this letter, the procedure for accounting for operations with deferred
obligations of a number of organisations (public, autonomous institutions,
transferees of public funds and chief administrators of fiscal revenue) has
been clarified.
RF Ministry of Finance Letter No. 02-07-07/28998 of 20 May 2015

Changing a number of Accounting Regulations
This Order has introduced amendments to the following Accounting
Regulations:


Accounting Regulation16/02 “Information on ending activities”



Accounting Regulation 19/02 “Accounting for financial investments”



Accounting Regulation 18/02 “Accounting for expenses on corporate
profit tax”



Accounting Regulation 15/2008 “Accounting for expenses on loans
and credit”



Accounting Regulation 11/2008 “Information about related parties”



Accounting Regulation 9/99 “Corporate income”



Accounting Regulation 10/99 “Corporate expenses”



Accounting Regulation 8/2010 “Estimated liabilities, contingent
liabilities and contingent assets”



Accounting Regulation 7/98 “Events after the reporting date”



Accounting Regulation 2/2008 “Accounting for construction
contracts”



Accounting Regulation 1/2008 “Corporate accounting policies”

RF Ministry of Finance Order No. 57n of 6 April 2015
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